Singles in Stilettos Show:
Are
Men
Intimidated
By
Independent Women?

On this week’s Single in Stilettos show, founder Suzanne
Oshima talks to relationship strategist Joe Amoia about
whether or not men are really intimidated by strong and
independent women. While that may the case, there’s a chance
that you’re making the biggest and most common mistakes made
by career women, including: acting too self-sufficient,
bringing masculine energy on a date with you, lacking
vulnerability, and more.
Related Link: Joe Amoia Reveals Quick Fix Dating Tips that
Don’t Work
For more information
click here.
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For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.
What’s the most common mistake that career women make? Share
your thoughts in the comments below!
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Quick Fix Dating Tips Don’t
Work!

On this week’s Single in Stilettos show, founder Suzanne
Oshima talks with relationship strategist Joe Amoia about why
quick fix dating tips don’t work. He believes that the reason
they don’t work is because they’re just that — a quick fix!
They won’t give you the long-term results that you want when
it comes to your love life. Instead, you need to explore the
true cause of your dating problems. Look inward and try to
identify repeating patterns or issues that always come up.
Related Link: Stop Wasting Time Dating the Wrong Men
Watch the video above for more great dating advice that will
transform your love life from the inside out!
For more information
click here.
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For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.
Why do you think quick fix dating tips don’t work? Tell us in
the comments below!
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Stop Wasting Time Dating the
Wrong Men

In this week’s Single in Stilettos show, Suzanne Oshima and
relationship strategist Joa Amoia discuss the signs that tell
you if you’re dating the wrong type of guy. Three red flags to
look out for include: you notice his actions don’t back up his
words; you always make excuses for his behavior; and you
experience negative emotions on a regular basis. Plus, find
out why you’re wasting time with an “emotionally paralyzing
guy” and why you need to move on from the wrong man. Take
Joe’s straight-forward advice to heart and improve your dating
life!
Related Link: Dating Red Flags
For more information
click here.
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For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.
How do you know when you’re dating the wrong guy? Tell us in
the comments below!

Single in Stilettos Show: Why

Do Men Disappear?

In this week’s Single in Stilettos show, Suzanne Oshima and
dating and relationship strategist Joe Amoia talk about an
age-old question: Why do men just disappear? They discuss the
following situations: why men disappear after a few great
dates; why men go away for the holidays and never come back;
and why men disappear after a traumatic event occurs. Ladies,
if you’ve dealt with a boyfriend who suddenly stops calling or
texting, listen up!
Related Link: Joe Amoia Talks Dating Red Flags
For more information
click here.
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For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.
How have you handled a man who just disappears? Tell us in the
comments below!

Single in Stilettos
Dating Red Flags

Show:

This week, Single in Stilettos founder Suzanne Oshima talks
with relationship strategist Joe Amoia about dating red flags.

They address the following questions: Why are you missing the
red flags in the first place? What are your essential needs
from a man? What if he isn’t giving you what you need? What
kind of men should you avoid? What’s a tell-tale sign you need
to get out of a relationship? Listen up if you’re trying to
figure out if the man in your life is worth your time!
For more information
click here.
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For more videos from CupidsPulse.com, check out our YouTube
channel.
What dating red flags have you missed in the past? Tell us in
the comments below!

